Hello Everyone:
We've had two days off. Mostly. Although I spent all day Monday working on
trying to figure out how to get staff paid.
I’ve figured out about three weeks pay for staff. Maybe some of that will be
reimbursed or forgiven. Don't ask me today.
Today I'm interested in how I can get MONEY in the hands of the
outstanding staff we have. Next is what money is available to
get us back up and running.
During the 5 days we provided curb-side and To-Go Food
I observed that our systems needed tweaking and rewriting
from Menu to out-the-door.
I also became concerned about general transmission of this INVISIBLE THREAT.
The chef and I are unsure enough about all of these issues that

we are NOT going to offer To-Go Food this week.
This will give us some time to discover what programs and funds might be available
to us over time.
We are looking forward to celebrating MOTHER'S DAY at Chez Zee.
I know someone needs a Birthday cake this week, and wants to Celebrate a Birthday
or Anniversary with their traditional Celebratory Dinner from Chez Zee.
I feel your pain.
I just looked and saw that I have no food in my very small refrigerator:(
I'm going to try my neighborhood restaurants. Hyde Park Bar and Grill,
Fonda San Miguel, 34th Street Cafe, 68 Degrees, Maudie's, Santa Rita Cafe for food
this week.

The other thing I discovered last week was we are in the Hospitality Business. Note
that Hospital is contained in that Hospitality word. I love the greeting.
The moment of contact. The anticipation that
you've come for a wonderful, nice, comforting and delicious evening.
I love the sound in the room when it's what I call
a Goldilocks Night..."Just Right".
when everything is firing on all cylinders.
No matter what we do from delivering
a last supper to hospice for Charlie Crenshaw's family,
to helping a group of siblings toast their Mother,
whose favorite place was Chez Zee,
to the “Will You Marry Me" moments and events that
we help nervous men and women stage,
we are in the contact/eye to eye business,
the “high touch” business. “I’m so happy to see you” business.
With that realization and the opportunity, after 31 years, we are going to scrub, and
paint, and repair. This lets us social distance properly and create jobs for some people
right now. We will be at the ready to jump in if we need to to keep the supply chain
open for food delivery and to-go.

We are NOT GOING AWAY.
You can never tell the power of Key lime pie.
Each of you who visited last week—

there are not enough Thank You's for all of you.
You were generous to tears (for me). I sat in my car
(my travelling office) and cried several times.
I am not kidding.
A particular thanks to our OPEN FORUM friends who
so generously paid for their April lunch.
These are 'my people"! You know what I mean. People I've known for 30 or 40 years. I
thank you more than you will ever know. That will go a long way to fund next weeks
pay for the people who work in The Gallery—
Taruna, Greg, Deva, Madison.
And a special Thank you to Sharon Zeugin,
artist extraordinaire. She has dashed off these perfect drawings
from the briefest of ideas. She recently illustrated our
Chez Zee Training Manual.
You are a friend and soul sister.

If you've gotten this far I am including a poem sent by Ginny Agnew who
convenes our weekly Wednesday meditation through Seton Cove. It seems to hit the
spot.
Found to be still capable of expressing

In a time of distance
The unexpected always happens in the way
The unexpected has always occurred:

What we feel for others, that precise concern;
Joined together in adversity
We discover things we had put aside:

While we are doing something else,

Old board games with obscure rules,

While we are thinking of altogether

Books we had been meaning to read,

Different things – matters that events
Then show to be every bit as unimportant
As our human concerns so often are;

Letters we had intended to write,
Things we had thought we might say
But for which we never found the time;

And then, with the unexpected upon us,
We look at one another with a sort of surprise;
How could things possibly turn out this way
When we are so competent, so pleased
With the elaborate systems we’ve created –
Networks and satellites, intelligent machines,

Pills for every eventuality – except this one?
And so we turn again to face one another
And discover those things

And from these discoveries of self, of time,
There comes a new realisation
That we have been in too much of hurry,
That we have misused our fragile world,
That we have forgotten the claims of others
Who have been left behind;
We find that out in our seclusion,
In our silence; we commit ourselves afresh,
We look for a few bars of song

We had almost forgotten,

That we used to sing together,

But that, mercifully, are still there:

A long time ago; we give what we can,

Love and friendship, not just for those
To whom we are closest, but also for those
Whom we do not know and of whom

Perhaps we have in the past been frightened;
The words brother and sister, powerful still,
Are brought out, dusted down,

We wait, knowing that when this is over
A lot of us – not all perhaps – but most,
Will be slightly different people,
And our world, though diminished,
Will be much bigger, its beauty revealed afresh.
- Alexander McCall Smith

We will meet again on the other side of this.
We are "Mr. Roger's Helpers".
Take being SAFE Seriously.
By doing for yourself you are doing for Everyone!

We ARE Saving A Chair For YOU.
We'll be in touch soon. Keep reading. Keep us on your radar.
And in your heart.
More hugs — Sharon

A Humble Bow from your grateful proprietor. I am proud to be a part of our neighborhood.

